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The challenges of 
e-commerce in a 
warehouse facility

The pandemic has resulted in unprecedented growth in e-commerce, leaving retailers and their 
logistics partners overwhelmed by the sheer volume of packages to pack, label, and ship. In a 
bid to keep up, many retailers are accelerating their plans to optimise and automate warehouse 
facilities.

The change in consumer behaviour is evident in most 
high streets. Social distancing measures have resulted 
in footfall numbers plummeting, making it increasingly 
difficult for traditional retailers to meet their business 
targets whilst striving to maintain a cost-effective 
online operation and meet the customer’s changing 
delivery demands.

Challenged to attract the necessary labour, the 
extraordinary growth in e-commerce has prompted 
warehouse and logistics managers to optimise and 
automate parts of their operation. Implementing new 
automated solutions to transform the flow of parcels 
through their warehouses is a top priority to maintain 
a cost-effective operation.

Consumer behaviour is shaping warehouse 
operations 

For retailers and their logistics partners (3PLs), the 
growing consumer demand highlights the necessity 
for infrastructure upgrades and process optimisations. 
The volume of inbound and outbound parcels is in-
creasingly putting pressure on the warehouse facility 
itself and the handling equipment available. The 
throughput rate which these businesses are running at 
is exceeding their own capacity forecasts.  

► We are observing many businesses running with 
a throughput rate five years ahead of time. This is 
challenging their current warehouse infrastructure as it 
does not match the high volume of parcels. We have 
entered a new normal where a random Thursday in 
January can be even busier than your previous Black 
Friday, explains Paul Byers, National Sales Manager, 
Caljan UK. 

Warehouse facilities in the United States are also 
stretched to their limits, particularly as almost half 
the goods sent out are returned. Physically man-
aging reverse logistics is a challenge. The quality 
of the returned goods must be checked. Damaged 
goods may need reworking. Once a return has been 
accepted, it must be reabsorbed into stock. Speed is 
of the essence. With short, micro fashion seasons, the 
value of the goods diminishes rapidly. 

Brick and morter stores are becoming adept at 
handling not only last mile, but also first mile in the 
reverse logistics process. 

A recent study revealed that most online shoppers 
purchase from companies that promise the shortest 
delivery time. In the UK, next-day delivery is offered 
by larger retailers, whilst in the US and parts of 
Europe next day is becoming the norm. Some retail-
ers are even experimenting with same-day delivery 
concepts.

Free delivery and expansive returns are vital differen-
tiators for customers when they shop online. Coupled 
with the transition to mobile commerce, an abnormal-
ly high volume of returned goods is increasingly the 
standard for most warehouse operations. This will not 
change in the immediate future, as Paul Byers fore-
sees:

► I cannot see this trend changing and people going 
back to the old way of shopping anytime soon. The 
increased volume of inbound and outbound parcels 
coupled with the consumers’ instant gratification 
mindset will be challenging for the entire supply 
chain, from manufactures and suppliers to the logis-
tics network. Delivering a product within a tight time 
frame and for free is just not financially sustainable. 
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Optimising and upgrading the warehouse  
to the new normal

Many retailers and 3PLs are looking forward to the 
pandemic coming to an end and being able to estab-
lish a baseline. Optimising the current warehouse or 
fulfilment setup is a top priority to determine appro-
priate stock levels and strike a balance between 
palletised and loose cargo. 

► I am sure we will see a high level of investment in 
2021. This will include optimising existing warehous-
es, upgrading handling equipment for loose-loaded 
cargo, opening new warehouses and last-mile de-
pots. Once we are on the other side of the pandemic, 
we will most likely return to the global e-commerce 
growth rate of 15% year-on-year. This will not neces-
sarily be driven by mature markets like Germany, the 
UK, and the US, rather other countries that might not 
have 3PLs, predicts Paul Byers.

Efficiency is essential if the handling operation is to 
successfully keep up with the growth in e-commerce. 
For the cost and time of handling each parcel to be 
reduced, it is vital that weak areas of the warehouse 
operation are identified, and manual processes 
automated – ensuring that the operation is ready for 
the future.

Future of e-commerce for retailers and 3PLs

• In 2020, global e-commerce sales grew 27.6% 
 for the entire year, with sales over $4 trillion, and 
 it is expected that retailers should prepare for 
 future growth.  

• Salesforce’s State of  the Connected Consumer 
 report found that 58% of consumers expect to do 
 more online shopping after the pandemic than 
 before.

• A report by Narvar found that 56% of 
 consumers tried a new retailer during the 
 pandemic, as a response to an item being out of 
 stock or untimely delivery.

FAST TRACK

• Bringing in more automation to optimise the 
 warehouse processes will help retailers 
 increase capacity.

• The change in online consumer behaviour 
 results in high volumes of outbound parcels 
 and inbound parcels, which is challenging 
 warehouse capacity. 

• A top priority is investing in new equipment 
 and optimising the current warehouse to 
 handle both pallets and loose-loaded cargo 
 efficiently.

►

►

”We are observing many businesses running with a throughput rate five years ahead 
of time. This is challenging their current warehouse infrastructure as it does not match 
the high volume of parcels. We will surely see a high level of investment in 2021.

– Paul Byers, National Sales Manager at Caljan UK

E-commerce continues to surge, and parcel volumes 
are sharply rising, in response to the pandemic and 
the transformation in consumer behaviour. For this 
reason, many parts of the supply chain are running 
on extremely tight capacity. Warehouse facilities are 
challenged to get their loose-loaded cargo quickly 
out of the door, especially when the operation is only 
geared towards palletized cargo.

Warehouses are struggling to handle the influx of 
online orders efficiently, dealing with stock destined 
for stores that are still under lock-down, and provid-
ing the short delivery times expected by consumers. 
Many brick-and-mortar stores now play a significant 
part in distribution, as they have taken on the role of 
fulfilment centres. 

With e-commerce set to grow over the next five 
years, retailers must find new handling technologies 
to enable an effective operation that can flexibly 
handle different types of cargo and distribution. Im-
plementing solutions that accommodate loose loaded 
cargo to optimise capacity and improve efficiency 
are pushed forward on the Operations and Logistics 
Manager’s agenda.

Moving from pallets to loose-loaded cargo

Retailers are inherently transitioning from pallets to 
loose-cargo and advanced conveyor technology. 
Transporting quarter or half pallets is extremely ineffi-
cient from a trailer capacity perspective, as  
Jan Soelling-Joergensen, Sales Director  
at Caljan Germany, illustrates:

► The problem is if you load a trailer only with 
pallets, there is a lot of unused space in the sides and 
above. That space could potentially have been used 
to load more cargo, meaning that you could have 
increased your trailer capacity and reduced your 
overall freight costs. 
Removing pallets from the equation typically in-
creases a 53-foot-long trailer’s capacity by an extra 
8,000 parcels, packages, and polybags. Transport-
ing higher volumes of loose cargo is a more cost-effi-
cient and environmentally friendly way of shipping. It 
saves time on handling, requires fewer vehicles, and 
eliminates plastic wrap needed to stabilize cargo. All 
in all, improving the carbon footprint of transportation 
of goods.

Handling 
loose-loaded 
cargo in a world 
of pallets

Technological advancements in handling equipment have become vital in efforts to stay cost- 
effective. Managing delivery times is a global challenge – as consumers increasingly bypass the 
high-street and instead shop online. Switching to loose-loaded cargo and deploying automation 
can help retailers survive in a competitive landscape that is changing rapidly.


